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SOME OLD ENGLISH PHENOMENA
AND SYLLABLE STRUCTURE
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Universidad del País Vasco

ABSTRACT

This paper analyzes some phonological problems in Old English
within a syllable structure frame-work. Solutions within this frame-
work are posited for phenomena such as the -u/Ø alternation in neuter
a-nouns, long-stemmed disyllable words with apparent loss of medial
vowel when inflectional endings are added and compensatory length-
ening in strong nouns. The syllable structure framework provides a sim-
pler account of these phenomena.

1. INTRODUCTION

The purpose of this paper is to analyze some phonological problems in Old Eng-
lish within a syllable structure framework. The phenomena analyzed are the follow-
ing: the -u vs Ø alternation in neuter a-nouns; long-stemmed disyllable words like
engel/engles, with apparent loss of medial vowel when inflectional endings are added
and compensatory lengthening in strong nouns (mearh/meares). This paper shows
that some of the rules that have already been posited for Old English in a linear
framework can be recast in a syllable structure framework obtaining a simpler and
more elegant result.

As stated in Rubach (1990:80), the Sonority Sequence Generalization (hence-
forth SSG) directs the operation of the Syllable Structure Algorithm (henceforth,
SSA). Both the SSG and the SSA are given in (1) and (2) respectively:
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(1) Sonority Sequence Generalization

The sonority of segments must decrease toward the edges of the syllable in
accordance with the following scale:

nucleus-liquids-nasals-fricatives-stops

(2) Syllable Structure Algorithm

N

X X

N-Placement: [-cons] ------> [-cons]

N”

N N

CV Rule: (X) X ----> (X) X

Onset Rule: Attach the prenuclear Xs to N”
Coda Rule: Erect N’ between N and N” to include all the post-nuclear Xs.

The SSA is an algorithm rather than a phonological rule that is ordered among
other phonological rules. This means that it applies continuously throughout the lexi-
cal and the postlexical components (cf. Kiparsky (1982)) whenever its environment
is met. Among the rules in (2), N-Placement and the CV Rule are universal, whereas
the Onset and Coda Rules are language specific. A word like l~r ‘teaching’ has the
syllable structure representation in (3):

(3) N”

N’

N syllable tier

X X X X skeletal tier

l a r segmental tier
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2. -u/Ø ALTERNATION IN STRONG NEUTER NOUNS

The Old English strong neuter declension comprises all neuter nouns, most of
which ended in a consonant in historical times, the remaining in -e. Typical para-
digms are as in (4):

(4) scip ‘ship’ word ‘word’ wundor ‘wonder’ r§ce ‘kingdom’

N/A scip word wundor rice
Gen. scipes wordes wundres r§ces
Dat. scipe worde wundre r§ce

N/A scipu word wundor r§cu
Gen. scipa worda wundra r§ca
Dat. scipum wordum wundrum r§cum

Of particular interest among the strong neuter nouns is the distribution of the
plural N/A suffix -u. In general, this suffix is present after light stems and absent after
heavy stems. Thus, there are nouns like god ‘god’, lim ‘limb’, brim ‘sea’, dor ‘door’
with light syllable configurations (i.e. a short vowel followed by a single consonant,
VC)1 and, therefore, with -u suffix. On the other hand, there are nouns like hãs ‘house’,
b~n ‘bone’, s~r ‘pain’, land ‘land’, hors ‘horse’ ... with heavy syllable configurations
(i.e. a long vowel (V:) or a consonant cluster (CC)) that do not take that suffix. How-
ever, r§ce ‘kingdom’ is a heavy-stemmed noun which, contrary to the generalization
stated above, takes the -u suffix in the N/A plural: r§cu. Wundor ‘wonder’ is another
word that does not follow the generalization: it has a light syllable configuration but
the -u suffix does not appear in the N/A plural.

2.1 A LINEAR SOLUTION
A possible account of the distribution of the -u suffix in a linear framework would

be, briefly, the following. The attachment of -u to all the stems would have to be
allowed and then a phonological rule would delete it after heavy bases:

-cons V:C _

(5) -u Apocope +high  ------> Ø /

+back CC __

To account for words like r§ce ‘kingdom’ and w§te ‘punishment’, a rule of Vowel
Truncation (informally given in (6)), ordered after -u Apocope, would be needed:

(6) Vowel Truncation V ------> Ø / ______ V
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(7) / r§ce + u /

-u Apocope ________

Vowel Truncation r§cu

Lastly, to account for wundor ‘wonder’, an underlying representation with a heavy
syllable and a rule of Epenthesis which breaks it later would have to be posited (cf.
section 2):

(8) / wundr + Ø /

Epenthesis wundor

2.2 A SYLLABLE STRUCTURE SOLUTION
The syllable structure representation of some model strong neuter a-nouns is

given in (9):

(9) a. scip/scipu b. r§ce/r§cu

N’’ N’’ N’’

N’ N N

N

X X X X (EM) X X X X X

s c i p r i c e

c. word/word d. hãs/hãs e. wundor/wundor

N’’ N’’ N’’

N’ N’ N’

N N N

X X X X (EM) X X X X (EM) X X X X X (EM)

w o r d h u s w u n d r
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In the representations above, we assume that the last consonant is extrametrical
(EM). With that assumption in mind, the syllable structure framework allows us to
arrive at a certain generalization. We observe that the representations in (9a) and (9b)
have a non-branching nucleus and those are the items that take the -u suffix. We
would like to find now that the representations in (9c), (9d) and (9e) have a branching
nucleus but, unfortunately, that is not the case. The general property that character-
izes them is that they have a branching nucleus or coda. The best generalization we
can arrive at within this framework is that nouns with a non-branching nucleus will
take the suffix -u, whereas nouns with a branching nucleus or coda will not. The
linear account with an apocope anda truncation rule is, however, preferred.

2.3 A CV SOLUTION
Let us find out how the same set of data would be accounted for within Clements

and Kayser’s (l983) CV Phonology framework. These authors define the notions light
syllable and heavy syllable in terms of the category nucleus. The nucleus is a pro-
sodic category consisting of any and all tautosyllabic sequences of the form V(X),
where X ranges over single occurrences of C and V. Light syllables are those contain-
ing a simple, non-branching nucleus, that is a V, while heavy syllables are those con-
taining a complex (=branching) nucleus, that is VV or VC. In (10), the representation
of strong neuter a-nouns is given in a CV framework:

(10) a. scip/scipu F

C C V (C) EM

non-branching nucleus s c i p

b. r§ce/r§cu F F

C V V C V

non-branching nucleus2 r i c e

c. word/word F

C V C (C) EM

branching nucleus w o r d

d. hãs/ hãs F

C V V (C) EM

branching nucleus h u s
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e. wundor/ wundor F

C V C C (C) EM

branching nucleus w u n d r

Again, we assume that the final consonant is extrametrical. Within a CV frame-
work, we arrive at the generalization stated in (11) for the distribution of the -u suffix
in strong neuter a-nouns in Old English:

(11) A word takes -u when the syllable has a non-branching nucleus. When the
syllable has a branching nucleus the suffix -u is not added.

3. LONG-STEMMED DISYLLABLES
There is a group of words in Old English in which a second syllable vowel alter-

nates with Ø when suffixes are added. Typical paradigms are given in (12):

(12) engel ‘angel’  wæter ‘water’

N/A engel wæter

Gen. engles wætres

Dat. engle wætre

N/A englas wætras

Gen. engla wætra

Dat. englum wætrum

Like engel is, for example, fugol ‘bird’. Like wæter are words like tungol ‘star’,
wæpen ‘weapon’ and wundor among others. These are all forms in which it appears
that an unstressed vowel is deleted before a sonorant consonant when a vowel fol-
lows. Assuming a deletion rule, we would posit underlying /engel+ es/ and derive
[engles]. A problem facing this analysis, as Dresher (1985:53) points out, is that “it
does not apply in forms like steadelas and ofergeotele and heofenes, where we also
have an unstressed vowel before a sonorant which is followed by a vowel.”

Rather than positing underlying /engel+Ø/ and /engel+es/ with a rule of deletion
applying to /engel+es/, we can posit underlying /engl+Ø/ and /engl+es/ and apply a
rule of epenthesis to /engl+Ø/. The underlying representation of the long-stemmed
words mentioned above are given in (13):

(13) Masculine Nouns Neuter Nouns

/engl/ /tugl/

/fugl/ /wæpn/

/wætr/

/wundr/
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Consider all sonorants in this environment extrametrical. The rule of epenthesis
will insert a vowel before a syllable final extrasyllabic sonorant consonant. This rule
is given in (14):

(14) Epenthesis Rule

X X

Ø -----> /   ________ *C

-high

-low

The quality of the epenthetic vowel depends on the nature of the stressed vowel:
if the stressed vowel is front, the epenthetic vowel is [e]; if the stressed vowel is back,
the epenthetic vowel is [o]. In order to account for this phenomenon, we need to posit
a Spreading rule. This rule is given in (15), following Steriade’s (1987:597) Overlap-
ping Tier Hypothesis:3

(15) Spreading Rule

N N

X X

Root

Laryngeal

Supralaryngeal

Place

Coronal

Dorsal

Tongue/Body

[back] [-high] [-low]

4. COMPENSATORY LENGTHENING IN STRONG NOUNS
Consider the paradigm given in (16):
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--------------->

--------------->

(16) mear/meares

N/A mearh mearas

Gen. meares meara

Dat. meare mearum

Like mear are words like ealh ‘temple’, healh ‘corner’, fearh ‘pig’ and wealh
‘foreigner’. In Old English, vowels often underwent compensatory lengthening ow-
ing to the loss of following consonants only, usually the spirants P, g, and .. Compen-
satory lengthening following loss of P (velar spirant allophone of the glottal fricative
phoneme /h/) took place after /r/ and /l/, as the words mentioned above show. This loss
of P is later than breaking. Breaking is a phenomenon consisting of the diphtongization
of a front vowel when it is followed by a consonant or a group of consonants pro-
duced in the back of the mouth. The relevant changes produced by breaking are shown
in (17):

(17) Breaking

7æ ------> 7ea before l + consonant

7e ------> 7eo before r + consonant

Let us see now how the syllable structure framework handles the representation
of the compensatory lengthening phenomenon. Consider, for example, the genitive
singular of the word wealh, namely weales:

(18)

(a) N’’ N’’

N’ N’

N N Breaking

X X X X X X

w æ l h e s

(b) N’’ N’’

N’ N’

N N Loss of /h/

X X4 X X X X

w e a l h e s
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(c) N’’ N’’

N’ N’

N N Delinking of /l/

X X X X X X

w e a l e s

(d) N’’ N’’

N’ N’

N N

X X X X X X

w e a l e s

(e) N’’ N’’

N’

N N

X X X X X X

w e a l e s

As a consequence of the delinking of /l/ in (c) and its linking to the
empty segment to its right in the skeletal tier, we still have another free
X slot. One of the elements of the short diphthong will be linked to that
slot –by some rule that will have to be stipulated– and the final result is
a long diphthong. Hayes (1989) calls this type of compensatory length-
ening double flop because what is lengthened is not the segment next to
the one that is lost. In a word like weales, the diphthong is lengthened,
skipping the other segment. In a syllable structure framework, the long
diphthong can be explained as a consequence of the onset deletion trig-
gering compensatory lengthening in the preceding syllable.
There is also compensatory lengthening in Old English in short-stemmed
monosyllables ending in a vowel or diphthong. Consider a word like
eoh ‘horse’ and its genitive singular eos:

--------------->
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(19) N’’ N’’ N’’ N’

N’ N’

N N N N

X X X X X X X X

e o h e s e o e s

N’’ N’’

N’

N N

X X X X

e o e s

Once more, the explanation is that onset deletion causes lengthening of the diph-
thong in the preceding syllable. However, to arrive at the correct surface form of this
type of words, we will probably need a Vowel Truncation rule which will delete the
vowel in the inflectional ending.5

5. CONCLUSION
The analysis of some Old English phenomena has shown that some of the rules

that have already been posited in a linear framework can be recast in a Syllable Struc-
ture framework obtaining a simpler and nicer result. Thus, we have seen that a strong
neuter noun takes -u when the syllable has a non-branching nucleus. When the sylla-
ble has a branching nucleus the suffix -u is not added. In long-stemmed disyllables
like engel we have posited underlying /engl+Ø/ and /engl+es/ and a rule of epenthesis
(cf.(14)) that will insert a vowel before a syllable final extrasyllabic sonorant conso-
nant. Finally, compensatory lengthening in strong nouns can be explained in a sylla-
ble structure framework as a consequence of the onset deletion triggering compensa-
tory lengthening in the preceding syllable.

Notes

1. Normally VC counts as heavy. Hence, extrametricality (EM) is necessary here. For more
on the concept of extrametricality see Hayes (1982).

2. R§ce is a noun that, at first blush, looks like hãs. That is to say, it should have a branching
nucleus and no necessity to add a -u suffix. However, r§ce takes the -u suffix in the N/A

-----------> ----------->
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plural: r§cu. In order to solve this problem, an underlying -e is posited and, in this way, the
nucleus is no longer branching.

3. The Overlapping Theory Hypothesis is based on the idea that vowels and consonants are,
in general, not distinctively specified for the same set of terminal features. Except for the
Dorsal articulator node (reserved for vowels) and the Velar articulator node (reserved for
velar/uvular consonants), vowels and consonants share their class tiers.

4. This category was referred to as complex segment in the earlier literature. The term refers
to units (both consonants and vowels) which count phonologically as single segments but
which have internal structure comparable to that of sequences of segments. Clements and
Keyser (1983: 85-95) illustrate complex segments with an example from Spanish.

5. However, if we apply the truncation rule in (6) here we will obtain the wrong results.
Further research is needed in this area. An alternative solution will be to posit -s as the
genitive ending instead of -es and then have a /h/ deletion rule apply (informally h ----->
Ø / _____ C; /eoh+s/ ----> /‘Çs/).
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